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IBM Spectrum Virtualize: Hot-Spare Node and NPIV
Target Ports
Historically, each physical Fibre Channel port on any IBM Spectrum Virtualize product has
presented a single worldwide port name (WWPN) to the Fibre Channel fabric, and this port is
capable of being used as a target for host I/O, an initiator for back-end controller I/O, and for
internode and intercluster communications.
This multi-use port design is not ideal from the host point of view because an IBM Spectrum
Virtualize node must message other nodes of the cluster before it knows its own
configuration, including the volumes which are mapped to hosts. As such, it must bring online
all Fibre Channel ports at software start up. The host therefore will log in and immediately
request the list of volumes that are available. At this point, the IBM Spectrum Virtualize node
is forced to delay the SCSI command until the cluster is configured.
If any failure of the node occurs, hardware or software, the port will be disabled while the
recovery takes place. In the case of hardware failure, this might take several days at worst.
While a node is unavailable, the system is non-redundant, which will then affect other areas:
 Any additional hardware failures will lead to an outage.
 The performance of the system will be affected, partly due to the reduced hardware
resources, but also the write cache must be disabled to provide the required levels of data
protection.
The use of N_Port ID Virtualization (NPIV) to provide host-only ports (NPIV target ports) and
spare nodes improves the host failover characteristics by separating out host communications
from communication tasks on the same port and providing standby hardware, which can be
automatically introduced into the cluster to reintroduce redundancy.
Because the host ports are not used for internode communications, they can freely move
between nodes, and this includes spare nodes that are added to the cluster automatically.
This IBM Redpaper™ publication describes the requirements for NPIV target ports for host
communications, deployment of spare nodes, expected behavior, and how common
maintenance procedures are affected by the deployment of hot-spare nodes. It covers both
deployment of new systems, but also the introduction of these features into existing clusters.
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Terminology: Ports and nodes
The following terminology is used throughout this paper:
NPIV target port

A virtual port used only by hosts. This port is owned by a physical port,
but can be moved between nodes.

Primary port

The WWPN associated with the physical hardware; this port cannot
move.

Spare node

A node that is configured as a spare in the cluster.

Original node

A node that was replaced by a spare.

Basic functionality
This section describes some of the basic functionality.

Minimum IBM Spectrum Virtualize versions
The NPIV target port behavior is available in IBM Spectrum™ Virtualize V7.7.0 and later.
Hot-spare nodes are available in IBM Spectrum Virtualize™ V8.1.0 and later.

Spare nodes
In a cluster with spare nodes, each spare node is configured in the cluster with spare status.
Unlike conventionally configured nodes, these nodes are not associated with any I/O groups.
As such, under normal conditions, spare nodes do not participate in I/O services to hosts.
The nodes that a spare is covering are listed in the protected nodes field in the node view.
Example 1 shows the use of the lsnode command to list the protected nodes.
Example 1 Node view on lsnode

IBM_2145:ITSO_DH8_LAB:superuser>lsnode spare_node
.lines removed for brevity
spare yes
failover_source
protected_nodes 1,2
IBM_2145:ITSO_DH8_LAB:superuser>
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Figure 1 shows use of the GUI to view the protected node.

Figure 1 Node view showing protected node

A spare can be used as a temporary replacement for an original node. The spare is always
only a temporary replacement with the expectation that the original node is repaired and used
as the replacement node. When a spare is in use, its status is online_spare. The node for
which a spare is online in place of is shown in the Protected Nodes field in the node view.
No mechanism is available for directly transitioning a spare node to an original node, other
than by removing and re-adding that node to the I/O group.

Failover
Where a node is offline and a suitable spare is available and online, a spare will be
automatically configured in place of the offline node after a period of 1 - 5 minutes, depending
on the reason for being offline.
A spare node will be considered as suitable if its hardware is compatible with the hardware of
the failed node. This information is addressed in “Hardware compatibility” on page 9.
When a spare is online, its status becomes online_spare, indicating that this node is a
temporary replacement for the original node.
A spare will never be brought online if the action will result in data loss. For example, if both
nodes in an I/O group fail nearly simultaneously, the write cache will exist on only the offline
nodes, so a spare cannot be brought online in these scenarios.
A failover can be initiated by the user manually by using the swapnode command.
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Failback
Failback occurs automatically when the original node returns and attempts to join the cluster.
When failback occurs, the spare node is taken offline before the original node is permitted to
rejoin the cluster.
The system never allows volume resources to be taken offline due to an original node
returning to an online state, for example, if the I/O group containing the online spare is
non-redundant, or has not yet completed a cache flush. In this scenario an event will be
logged and a directed maintenance procedure (DMP) will guide the user through manually
re-adding the original spare node.
Note: A returning node never changes position within an I/O group. This means that if an
original node is replaced by an online spare, it cannot now become the partner node.
A failback can be forced by using the swapnode command. This is permitted even if the original
node is not available.

NPIV target ports
This section describes the characteristics of NPIV target ports.

Modes
The NPIV target port feature can be enabled or disabled; three modes are available:
Disabled

No NPIV target ports are started and behavior is unchanged from a
previous release.

Transitional

NPIV target ports are enabled. Volumes are presented through both
physical and NPIV target ports.

Enabled

NPIV target ports are enabled. Volumes are presented through NPIV
target ports only.

Port behavior
In an NPIV enabled cluster, each physical port is associated with two WWPNs: the WWPN
associated with the primary port and the WWPN associated with the NPIV target port.
The primary port will be logged into the fabric at all points that the IBM Spectrum Virtualize
software is running, including in service mode. The WWPN of the primary port is equal to the
WWPN of a primary port of a system with NPIV disabled and this value has not changed
since previous releases of IBM Spectrum Virtualize.
The NPIV target port logs into the fabric when the IBM Spectrum Virtualize software is ready
to begin processing I/O. It is presented to the fabric as target only, which means hosts may
use it for I/O, but IBM Spectrum Virtualize cannot use this port to access back-end storage.
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Figure 2 shows a standard topology.

Figure 2 NPIV ports standard topology

The NPIV port is brought online on the first available node that is able to process I/O. The
priority list is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The original node
A spare node replacing the original node
The partner node
A spare node replacing the original partner node

The delays that are associated with bringing a node online automatically mean that multiple
failovers might occur. For example, if an original node suffers a hardware failure, the
sequence will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

NPIV target ports failover to partner node
Five-minute delay
Spare brought into cluster
NPIV target ports failover to online spare node

Assuming the Fibre Channel network is correctly configured, this process is mostly
transparent to the host.

Failover behavior
When a node is offline, another node will attempt to bring online NPIV ports with the WWPNs
of the missing ports. If a spare node is online in the cluster, that node will start the ports,
otherwise it will be brought up on the partner node.
The port ID, as represented by the lstargetportfc command, of the ports does not change.
This means that the NPIV target port that is associated with port ID 1 on the offline node will
move to port ID 1 on the partner or spare node. In cases such as a software upgrade, where
the cluster is deliberately taking a node offline, NPIV target ports will move between nodes
prior to the node shutting down. This minimizes the time during which the port is offline, and
typically the failover takes less than four seconds. In cases where a node suffers a sudden
failure, the downtime might need to be longer to maintain data integrity.
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When a node fails, the NPIV target port will initially move to the partner nodes (Figure 3
shows the initial failover). Note how the port IDs stay the same (B1 moves to port A1, B2 to
port A2, and so on).

Figure 3 Node failure and target port move to the partner nodes

If a suitable spare node is available, that node will be brought online in place of the failed
node. After that node is initialized as part of the cluster, the NPIV target ports will fail over to
the spare online node, as Figure 4 shows. Note how the port ID stays the same again (port
B1' moves to port S1, B2' to port S2 and so on).

Figure 4 NPIV target ports failover to the spare node
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In this state, the system is redundant once again. If a second failure occurs to node A, then
the NPIV target ports will also be failed over to the spare node. At this point, the spare node
will act in place of both the original nodes (Figure 5).

Figure 5 System is redundant again

Hardware compatibility
For a spare node to be selected, the hardware must be compatible with the node it is
replacing. If multiple spares are available, with varying hardware, then the most similar node
is chosen from the pool of spares.
For a node to be considered at all, the following conditions must be true:
 Memory must match exactly, for example:
– A 64 GiB SV1 node can replace a 64 GiB DH8 node.
– A 128 GiB SV1 node cannot replace a 64 GiB SV1 node.
 For each Fibre Channel port on the original node, a Fibre Channel port with the same ID
must exist on the spare node.
 Compression hardware existence. If compression hardware exists on the original node,
then the spare must also have the hardware. Furthermore, if no compression hardware
exists on the original, the spare must not have compression hardware either.
In addition, IBM Spectrum Virtualize selects a node with the best possible hardware match.
The decision is made based on these factors:
 Hardware Type. The same hardware type is preferred (that is, an SV1 to replace an SV1).
 CPU count. The number of CPUs is preferred to be the same.
 Exact FC port. Exact FC port matches are preferred (that is, for nodes with ports 1,2,3,4, a
spare with ports 1,2,3,4 is preferred over a spare with 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8).
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Upgrade behavior
During an upgrade, a spare node, where available, is used to replace an original node that
was taken offline for upgrade.
The spare will be brought online approximately one minute after the original node is taken
offline for upgrade and will be removed when the upgrading node returns into the cluster.
After the upgrade is completed, the spare nodes are upgraded simultaneously. This happens
for all nodes after the upgrade is committed.
More details about the upgrade process are in “Software upgrade” on page 17.

Multi-site clusters
IBM Spectrum Virtualize clusters can be split across multiple data centers. When such a
configuration is implemented, each node (including spares) is associated with a site
parameter. IBM Spectrum Virtualize will choose only spares that have the same site
parameter as the original node. This means that a spare from site A will never be used to
cover a node from site B.
NPIV target port behavior is unaffected by site configuration.

Enhanced stretched cluster (ESC)
In an ESC configuration, the two nodes of an I/O group are physically located at different
sites. During an NPIV failover, NPIV ports move between sites, potentially leading to
additional cross-site traffic. Where traffic from hosts to failover ports is not what you want, you
can use zoning to prevent the cross-site traffic.
Note: Spare nodes are never used for site failures because the site setting must match.
This means that spare nodes can be used to provide additional redundancy for hardware
failures, but do not provide redundancy when a site failure occurs.
The fabric topology is largely unchanged when compared to a standard ESC topology. The
spare node should be connected identically to the other nodes in the fabric to ensure that port
failover occurs correctly.
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Figure 6 shows an example configuration with two spare nodes, one at each site.

Figure 6 Two spare nodes, one at each site

Following a node failure, a node from the same site is always used. A node without a valid site
setting will not be used for either site (Figure 7).

Figure 7 After a node failure
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HyperSwap
For an IBM HyperSwap® topology, at least one spare node should be at each site. NPIV will
not cause additional intersite traffic because NPIV target port and spare failovers never occur
cross-site (that is to say, NPIV failover will never happen between I/O Groups).
Following a node failure, a node from the same site will always be used. At least one spare is
required on each site.

Standard stretched cluster
A non-enhanced stretched cluster is a legacy support configuration where the nodes are
physically located in separate sites, however the system topology and node site settings were
not specified by the user.
Important: Spare nodes should not be added to such a setup because a spare from the
wrong site could be selected, which will likely lead to performance problems.

Interaction with service mode
A service mode node is treated as offline from the perspective of a spare node.

Pinned data
In some double-failure scenarios, pinned data might possibly exist solely on an offline node.
This is data, such as the SAN Volume Controller write cache, which is essential to the
integrity of the volumes.
A spare node will never replace a node where non-redundant data exists, even if that node
is offline.
An example of this scenario is as follows:
1. Node A fails.
2. Node B starts flushing cache.
3. Node B goes offline (before cache is flushed).
At this point, the data from the write cache exists only on node B, and a spare node has no
way of accessing this data (because node B is offline). Therefore, there is no point of that
spare being brought online.

SNAP
Snaps collect data from spare nodes depending on their status:
offline
spare
online_spare
service
adding/pending
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No data is collected.
No live dump is possible; other data is collected.
Treated like normal online node.
Treated like any other service mode node.
Snap will wait for this transitional period to pass.
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Implementation considerations
This section describes considerations before implementation.

Supported hardware
NPIV target ports are supported on all Fibre Channel cards that are currently supported by
IBM Spectrum Virtualize. NPIV target ports are not supported on any Fibre Channel over
Ethernet (FCoE) cards, but FCoE hosts that are connected to FC ports through an
FCoE-to-FC bridge are supported. Switches are required in order to support NPIV with a
minimum supported port count of two NPIV ports per physical port. All 8 Gb and 16 Gb FC
switches that are supported by the IBM Spectrum Virtualize software meet this requirement,
and no special hardware is needed by the hosts.

Restrictions
For interoperability restrictions on host support, always refer to the latest release notes.
Spare nodes are currently not supported if these conditions exist:





SAS enclosures are attached.
Any enclosure-based product (for example, IBM Storwize® V7000) is used.
iSCSI is in use.
Direct Fibre Channel attach is in use.

Encryption
When using encryption and spare nodes, a feature code is required for all nodes, including
spares. Adding a node to a cluster with encryption enabled is not possible unless a license
and encryption feature code is available for that node.
Encryption keys will failover automatically to spare nodes. Standard recommendations for the
location of USB drives containing encryption keys apply, although the USB drives should not
be connected to the spare node, because inactive spare nodes cannot communicate keys to
the active cluster.

SAN fabric, zoning, and controller configuration
Where NPIV is enabled, the NPIV target port never changes its port_id as specified by the
lstargetportfc command. That is, if the NPIV target port associated with port ID 1 on node 1
will failover to port ID 1 on node 2 (assuming node 1 and 2 are in the same I/O group).
As such, the fabric cabling should be configured so that port 1 on every node is connected to
the same SAN and that zoning is always configured by WWPN.

Retrieving WWPNs for zoning
When preparing zoning rules for NPIV-enabled clusters, use the lstargetportfc command.
Two lines are output for each line in lsportfc, one with virtualized=no, and one with
virtualized=yes. Ports that list virtualized=no correspond to the ports in lsportfc. These
should be zoned between nodes, between clusters with replication relationships, and to
back-end controllers.
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When NPIV feature is set to transitional nodes, all storage is also mapped to hosts through
the primary port. This way enables migration of existing configurations to those that use the
NPIV feature, as reflected in lstargetportfc (Figure 8).

Figure 8 The lstargetportfc transitional view 1

When NPIV feature is set to enabled, storage is mapped to hosts only through the NPIV
target ports. This is again reflected in the lstargetportfc view (Figure 9).

Figure 9 The lstargetportfc enabled view 2

Ports that list virtualized=yes correspond to the NPIV target ports. These should be zoned
only to hosts, including nodes from other clusters for which this cluster is acting as a
controller. The NPIV target ports must never be zoned with other SAN Volume Controller
clusters in the same storage layer.

Host zoning rules for new installations
For new host installations, where NPIV feature is enabled, or in transitional mode, the host
should be placed only in zones with NPIV target ports. If all hosts are configured to be zoned
with just NPIV target ports, then the NPIV feature should be set to enabled, rather than
transitional.
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Host zoning rules for existing installations not using NPIV
Where a host was previously configured to use the primary ports, transitional mode can be
enabled. This allows the host to use either the primary or NPIV target ports. The zoning
should be configured to allow access to both primary and NPIV target ports while
multipathing on the host is reconfigured to use the NPIV target ports. Be sure to remove the
primary ports from the zone after the multipath reconfiguration is completed.

Zoning between IBM Spectrum Virtualize clusters for remote copy
Communication between IBM Spectrum Virtualize nodes, including between different
clusters, takes place over primary ports, so the primary ports must always be zoned to each
other as in previous releases regardless of the NPIV mode or the relationship between
clusters.
For this purpose, spare nodes should be included as nodes in the cluster. When a spare node
comes online, its primary ports will be used for remote copy relationships and, as such, must
be zoned with the remote cluster.

Zoning between IBM Spectrum Virtualize and back-end controllers
Back-end controllers must be zoned to the primary ports on IBM Spectrum Virtualize nodes
where a spare node is in use, and that node must be configured for use by the back-end
controller as with any other controller.
Notes:
 Currently, the zoning configuration for spare nodes is not policed while the spare is
inactive, and no errors will be logged if the zoning or back-end configuration is incorrect.
 Clusters running a version of IBM Spectrum Virtualize software earlier than V7.7.0
should not be zoned in to the NPIV target ports of an IBM Spectrum Virtualize V7.7.0 or
later cluster.

Zoning between IBM Spectrum Virtualize replication layer and storage
layer clusters
A common use case is to use IBM Spectrum Virtualize appliances, such as SAN Volume
Controller, as a virtualization layer for IBM Spectrum Virtualize based back-end controllers,
such as the Storwize V7000. In such cases, the virtualizing layer is referred to as the
replication layer and the storage is referred to as the storage layer.
In such a configuration, those rules continue to apply, with the replication layer device being
considered a host for the storage layer device.
As such, the primary ports on the replication layer device should be zoned with the NPIV
target ports on the storage layer systems.
Note: Clusters running a version of IBM Spectrum Virtualize software older than V7.7.0
should not be zoned in to the NPIV target ports of an IBM Spectrum Virtualize V7.7.0 or
newer cluster.
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Back-end controller configuration
IBM Spectrum Virtualize uses the primary ports to communicate with the back-end controller,
including the spare. This means that all MDisks must be mapped to all IBM Spectrum
Virtualize nodes, including spares. For IBM Spectrum Virtualize based back-end controllers,
such as Storwize V7000, use the host clusters functionality, with each node forming one
host within this cluster. This way will ensure that each volume is mapped identically to each
IBM Spectrum Virtualize node.
Ensure that volumes are mapped in these ways:
 Volumes are mapped to all nodes.
 Volumes are mapped with the same SCSI ID through all paths.

Configuring NPIV target port functionality
This section describes how to configure NPIV target port functionality.

Enabling NPIV target port functionality on a new cluster
Complete these steps:
1. After you create the cluster, but before you begin adding hosts, issue the following
command on each populated I/O group:
chiogrp fctargetportmode transitional <IO group>
2. When that is completed, issue the following command on each populated I/O group:
chiogrp fctargetportmode enabled <IO group>
3. If you are using WWPN based zoning, issue the lstargetportfc command to view the set
of FC ports. All ports that display virtualized=yes must then be zoned into hosts as
described in “SAN fabric, zoning, and controller configuration” on page 13.

Enabling NPIV target port functionality
Before beginning the process of enabling NPIV ports, first audit the Fibre Channel fabric to
ensure it conforms to the required cabling and zoning rules. If it does not, make any required
changes, ensuring that hosts are zoned to the correct non-NPIV ports after the fabric
changes.
Then, complete these steps:
1. If using WWPN based zoning, add the NPIV target ports to the hosts zones.
2. Check the number of available paths between each host and the storage. If all NPIV and
non-NPIV ports are zoned to the hosts, the number of available paths will double while the
NPIV mode is set to transitional. If this will result in the number of paths exceeding
supported maximums, ensure that hosts are not zoned to the NPIV target ports at this
point.
If using WWPN based zoning, and you are not limited by the maximum supported path
count, add the NPIV target ports to the host zones.
3. Issue the following command on each I/O group for which you want to activate NPIV:
chiogrp fctargetportmode transitional <IO group>
4. If hosts are not zoned to all NPIV target ports due to the maximum supported path count
being exceeded, continue zoning now, one port at a time, by removing a non-NPIV port
from the zone and then adding the corresponding NPIV target port.
At this point, the hosts automatically switch over to using the NPIV ports for their I/O.
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5. Issue the lsfabric command for each host, and ensure that each has logins to the
expected set of NPIV ports. At least one of those logins per host should be active if the
host is currently performing I/O. Hosts that do not respect optimized paths might still be
using non-NPIV ports for I/O at this point, in which case the NPIV target port logins will not
be active.
6. After all hosts start using the NPIV target ports, issue the following command on each I/O
group for which you want to activate NPIV:
chiogrp fctargetportmode enabled <IO group>
If during this step, a host I/O outage occurs, immediately switch back to transitional mode.
Attention: Do not switch back to a disabled state, because this risks an outage on hosts
that switched over to using the NPIV target ports.
If you use WWPN-based zoning, remove all non-NPIV ports from the host zones.

Disabling NPIV target port functionality
Before starting, check the number of available paths between each host and storage, as you
did in the procedure to enable NPIV. Then, complete these steps:
1. Issue the following command on each I/O group for which you want to deactivate NPIV:
chiogrp fctargetportmode transitional <IO group>
At this point, hosts should still be using the NPIV target ports for their I/O.
2. Issue the lsfabric command for each host, and ensure that each has logins to the
expected set of NPIV target ports. Logins to the non-NPIV ports might be marked as
inactive.
3. Issue the following command on each I/O group for which you want to deactivate NPIV:
chiogrp fctargetportmode disabled <IO group>

Adding spare nodes
A spare can be added by using the addnode command. Unlike normal nodes, spares are not
associated with any I/O group and as such do not need to have one specified, for example:
addnode -panelname <panelname> -spare
Note that any candidate node can be nominated as a spare.

Software upgrade
SAN Volume Controller supports two methods to upgrade the cluster code level concurrently:
 Automatic concurrent code upgrade (CCU): This method is preferred. Normally, you run
an automatic CCU by using the applysoftware command.
 Manual CCU: This alternative is a more complex sequence that involves upgrading each
node. Using the automatic mechanism is highly suggested.

Automatic CCU
During an automatic CCU, the system will handle taking each node offline one by one and
upgrading them. One half of each I/O group will be upgraded initially, followed by a
configurable delay (which defaults to 30 minutes), and finally the second half of each I/O
group is upgraded.
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The example system in Figure 10 shows two I/O groups, each with two nodes.

Figure 10 Two I/O groups, each with two nodes

The upgrade time of each node is 15 - 30 minutes, depending on the hardware involved and
the size of the upgrade; during this time, the node will be offline. An arbitrary node will
upgrade first. The example in Figure 11 on page 19 shows node 1 upgrading.
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Figure 11 Node 1 upgrading

If a spare node is available, it will be brought online approximately one minute after the node
to be upgraded goes offline for its upgrade. Logically, spare 1 will be part of I/O group 0 and
will be swapping out node 1 (Figure 12).

Figure 12 Swapping out node 1
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After the node is successfully upgraded, the spare is removed from the cluster and the
original, the upgraded node will rejoin. At this point, the spare will be reconfigured into
I/O group 1 (Figure 13).

Figure 13 Spare reconfigured into I/O group 1

After all original nodes are upgraded, the CCU completes and commits, which means a
downgrade is no longer possible. After successfully committed, all configured spares are
upgraded to the new code level. While the spares are offline upgrading, they are not used to
replace any offline cluster members.

Recovering from failed automatic upgrade
At any point in the sequence, a node can fail. This section describes various recovery
procedures to help recover from failure.
Important: The decision as to which recovery mechanism to use is critical; always consult
IBM® support before taking any action.
This paper does not attempt to describe recovery from every possible scenario, but leaves
that to the documentation used by the IBM Level 3 (L3) support staff. Instead this paper
describes the most likely failure scenarios, and those directly affected by the spare node
functionality.
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Understanding the software upgrade status
The software upgrade status will be one of these:
inactive

The upgrade is no longer running.

upgrading

The upgrade is progressing normally.

downgrading

The user aborted an upgrade and the system is currently
downgrading.

stalled_non_redundant

The upgrade stalled and the system is not redundant (the
removal of a single node will result in volumes going offline).

abort_stalled_non_redundant Identical to stalled_non_redundant, but detected during an
abort/downgrade.
stalled

A problem was detected, but the system recovered to a
redundant state.

Typically, a failed upgrade causes the upgrade to go into a stalled state. This can be identified
by using the lsupdate command.
In some circumstances, a node might fail while being upgraded and never return to the
cluster. If any single node fails to upgrade in approximately 90 minutes, it can be considered
as having had a hardware failure during the installation. An upgrade can be considered
implicitly stalled at this point.
The following sections explore the common use-cases for recovering from a failed upgrade.
Note: In all failed upgrades, consult IBM support. IBM support will advise of the reason for
any failure. Be sure to have at least a basic understanding of what caused the failure
before executing any recovery.
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Case 1: Upgrade stalled, all nodes online
The simplest recovery case is where all original nodes are online. In this case, the upgrade
can be either aborted (it downgrades to the previous level) or resumed (it continues the
upgrade procedure). See Figure 14.
L3 support will advise about the root cause of the failure and whether an abort or resume is
recommended.
The abort/resume can either be executed through the GUI, or by using the applysoftware
command, and will cause the automated upgrade procedure to continue.

Figure 14 Upgrade stalled, all nodes online
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Case 2: Upgrading node fails to return
In this case, the upgrading node either failed to upgrade, in which case the upgrade appears
to be continuing to upgrade but is stuck for 90 minutes or more, or returned into the cluster
and then immediately failed, in which case the upgrade stalls.
If the upgrade is stalled, a possibility is that the failed node is downgrading and will rejoin the
cluster soon. The system should be allowed at least 30 minutes from the point of stalling to
determine whether the node rejoins the cluster. If the node does rejoin, follow case 1 because
all nodes will now be online. See Figure 15.

Figure 15 Upgrading node fails to return

If the upgrading node never returns to the cluster, several options to repair are available.

Option 1: Repair the node without wiping it
If the failed node can be recovered, for example by replacing hardware, in a manner that does
not wipe the node, then the node will automatically rejoin the cluster. Then, one of the
following results might happen:
 Node reenters cluster at an upgraded level and the upgrade was not stalled. The upgrade
will continue, and no further action is required.
 Node reenters the cluster at an upgraded level and the upgrade was stalled. The upgrade
should be resumed; you can then follow Case 1.
 Node reenters cluster at the old level. The upgrade will stall; you can then follow Case 1.
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Option 2: Reinstall or replace node
If the failed node cannot be recovered, and must be installed or wiped with the satask
leavecluster command, it will be returned to the candidate state. At this point the spare node
can be reintroduced into the cluster by using the following command:
swapnode -replace <original node id>
This command deactivates the spare from the cluster and the original node will rejoin at the
old level. The upgrade will stall, you can then follow Case 1.

Option 3: Node cannot be recovered, promote spare to original node
In this option, the original node cannot be recovered for any reason. If you want, the spare
can be promoted to become an original node. The procedure described here takes the spare
out of the cluster and changes its worldwide node name (WWNN) to match that of the original
failed node.
1. Be sure that the original node is powered off during this procedure.
2. Remove the original node by using the following command:
rmnode <spare node id>
3. Deactivate service mode if required by using this command:
satask stopservice <spare panel name>
4. Change the WWNN of the spare node to match the original node with this command:
satask chwwnn -wwnnsuffix <wwnn suffix of original node> <spare panel name>
5. Replace the original node with the new candidate by using this command:
swapnode -replace <original node id>

Option 4: Remove original node
If options 1 - 3 are not available, the original node can be simply removed from the cluster by
using the following command:
rmnode -deactivatespare <original node id>
At this point the system will be non-redundant because it is without an active spare.
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Case 3: Partner node fails during upgrade
In this scenario, node A is down for upgrade and is covered by a spare, and its partner node B
suffers a fatal hardware failure. The upgrading node is assumed to have upgraded
successfully. See Figure 16.

Figure 16 Partner node fails during upgrade

This is the situation:
 The upgrade state is stalled_non_redundant.
 The upgrading node is unable to rejoin the cluster (because the system is dependent on
the spare).
Complete these steps:
1. On the upgrading node, issue satask leavecluster, to deactivate it from the cluster. The
node will then downgrade.
2. Power-off the failed node B.
3. Modify the WWNN of node A to that of node B.
4. If you want to resume the upgrade, issue the satask installsoftware -pacedccu
command on node A.
5. Run the swapnode -replace <node B> command.
6. Remove offline node A from the cluster by using the rmnode -deactivatespare command.
7. Resume or abort the upgrade as appropriate.
Now the system is online, upgrade is complete, but it is non-redundant because the spare
cannot take over from a deactivated node.
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If node B can be repaired quickly, do the following steps:
1. Issue the satask leavecluster <node B> command, if the node is not already in a
candidate state.
2. Change the WWNN of node B to that of node A.
3. Add the node to the cluster by using the addnode command.
If spare parts are not available, the spare can be added into the cluster as an original node:
1. Remove the node with by using the rmnode <spare node> command.
2. Add the spare node as an original node into the cluster.

Case 4: Original node offline/deactivated. Spare fails
In this scenario, no spare is available or an original node was removed from the cluster by
the user.
Observe the state of the partner node to the offline node. If it upgraded, the upgrade should
be continued. Otherwise, the upgrade should be aborted.
Any other choice will result in the system becoming unavailable while the non-redundant node
is upgraded or downgraded.

Manual upgrade
The manual upgrade procedure is only for advanced users and should only be executed
where extreme care must be taken over the timing and ordering of nodes being removed from
the cluster.
Note: If the only reason to perform a manual CCU is to control the length of the mid-CCU
pause and upgrading from V8.1.0.0 release or later, then consider using the -delay
parameter on the applysoftware command.
To manually upgrade, each node must be removed from the cluster, upgraded and re-added.
When a spare node is configured into the cluster, that spare can be used to substitute for the
original node while it is removed; however, because the rmnode command deactivates any
NPIV ports, a different procedure must be used if the spare is required. Each node in the
cluster must be upgraded in turn. Use the same sequence as described in “Automatic CCU”
on page 17. For each node, complete the following steps:
1. Use SCP upgrade file into /file on node.
2. Swap in a spare. Use the -spare parameter if a particular spare is required:
swapnode -failover <node to be upgraded>
3. Wait for the upgrading node to enter the service state.
4. Force the service state node out of the cluster by using this command:
satask leavecluster -force <upgrading node panel name>
5. Wait for the upgrading node to warm start.
6. Reinstall the node using the following command:
satask installsoftware -pacedccu <upgrade file> <upgrading node panel name>
7. After being upgraded, the node will be in a candidate state. Replace the original node with
the upgraded version of itself by using the following command:
swapnode -replace <target node id>
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Recovering from a failed manual upgrade
The recovery procedures for a failed manual upgrade are identical to that of an automatic
upgrade, except that in case 1, the resume/abort operation must be carried out manually.
In a case where the upgrade must be backed out, the upgraded node must be manually
removed from the cluster, downgraded (using the satask installsoftware command) and
reentered into the cluster.

Special cases
This section describes special cases.

Single-spare active
In a cluster with a single I/O group and with a single active spare, the possibility exists that
both real nodes will be in service state and the only node active in that cluster is the spare.
Because failing back implies that a period exists in which neither the spare nor the node it has
replaced are active, failing back the spare under these circumstances is not possible, and any
attempt to do so will fail.
Ensure the node that was not replaced is restored to the cluster first. This establishes a
two-node cluster, containing itself and the spare, allowing the spare to then fail back safely
because any redundancy issues are now avoided.

Replacing a spare with a spare
A spare that is currently active goes into a service state, then it can be replaced with another
spare. The second spare is a direct swap for the first.
On failing back, the only necessary task is to failback from the spare that is currently active to
the original node. Multiple failbacks will not occur, and need not be manually implemented.

Manual failover
You can use the swapnode command to bring the spare nodes online. This command can
be used to force failovers. In addition, it can be used for maintenance procedures to avoid
running rmnode/addnode commands.
The swapnode command has the following options:
 swapnode -failover [-spare <spare node id>] <original node id>
Forces a failover of original node to spare.
 swapnode -failback <spare node id>
Forces a failback of a spare node to an original node
 swapnode -replace <original node id>
Coordinates the replacement of an original node with a new (candidate) node on
the fabric.
 swapnode -service <original node id>
Puts an original node into service status.
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Failover
The swapnode -failover command forces an original node into service mode. A compatible
spare must be available and the most similar node (see “Hardware compatibility” on page 9)
will be used.
If you specify the -spare parameter, that spare will be used in place of other spares.
Note that the -force flag overrides redundancy checking (that is, a spare will be brought
online, even if the action will cause volumes to go offline). This flag does not override the
minimal hardware match requirements (that is, memory configuration in the spare must match
the original node).

Failback
The swapnode -failback command will immediately take a spare node offline, causing the
returning original node to take over if available.
The -force parameter can be used to force this operation, even if offline volumes will result.
If the original node is in service mode, that node will not be taken out of service mode by the
execution of this command and a service mode node is treated identically to an offline node.
If the original node is in an offline or service state, a spare node will come online after a delay
of 5 minutes. This might be the same node that failed back by swapnode -failback command.
The failback command is designed to be used as a tool for service, or in cases where an
automatic failover cannot occur for any reason.

Replace
The swapnode -replace command replaces maintenance procedures that historically used
the rmnode or addnode commands to replace a node in the cluster.
The command initially checks that a replacement node with the same WWNN as the original
node is available on the fabric and appears as in the lsnodecandidate command. It also
checks that the specified node is currently online and that no non-redundant hardened data
was on that node.
If the original node was replaced by a spare node, then this command will complete and the
process of replacing the node will be completed as a background task:
1. The original node is deactivated from the cluster.
2. After the spare is deactivated, the original node will be logically removed from the cluster
and replaced by the candidate node.
If at any time, the candidate node fails or otherwise becomes unavailable, the process is
aborted. A spare node will be brought back online after approximately 5 minutes.
If no spare node is available, the command initiates the replacement of the original node with
the candidate node before the command is completed.
In both cases described, the system watches that the amount of memory on the new node is
identical to the amount of memory of the original node; however, no other hardware checks
are made on the candidate node.
This command can also be used for hardware maintenance that loses the hardened data on
the node. For example, replacing all HDDs on a node will return that node to a candidate
state, at which time the swapnode -replace command must be used to bring that node back
into the cluster.
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Service
The swapnode -service command simply places a node into service mode. This task is
distinct from the satask startservice command in the following ways:
 Better redundancy checking. The reason is because this command is coordinated by the
cluster rather than the node and it is better able to check whether the action would result in
offline volumes.
 Proactive failover. The NPIV ports are proactively failed over before the node goes offline.

Upgrading hardware
IBM Spectrum Virtualize software allows upgrading hardware with a new node in these ways:
with and without spare nodes.

With spare nodes
Complete these steps:
1. The cluster must have at least one spare node that protects all active nodes in it.
2. Make a note of the WWNN of the node to be upgraded; issue one of these commands:
– Issue sainfo lsservicestatus on the node.
– Issue svcinfo lsnode on the config node.
– Issue svcinfo lstargetportfc on the config node.
3. Put the node that needs to be upgraded into service state; issue one of these commands:
– Issue satask startservice for that node to put the node in a service state; the spare
takes over its place after 5 minutes.
– Issue swapnode -failover for that node to put the node in a service state; the spare
takes over its place after 1 minute.
4. Determine if the node to be replaced is in a service state and the spare now has the
online_spare status. Use one of the following methods:
– The svcinfo lsnode command
– The sainfo lsservicenodes command
– The management GUI
5. Power down the node that is in a service state:
satask stopnode -poweroff <panel_name>
6. After the node is powered off, remove that node from the rack.
7. Add the new node into the rack and complete all cabling.
8. Power on the new node.
9. Log in to this new node and change its WWNN. Assign the old node’s WWNN to the
new node:
– Issue satask chwwnn -wwnnsuffix <wwnn_suffix> <panel_name> if it is a CG8 or CF8.
– Issue satask chvpd -wwnn <WWNN> <panel_name> if it is a DH8 or SV1.
10.Check the WWNN of the new node, using the commands described in step 2.
11.Replace the offline node in the cluster with the new node:
– Issue swapnode -replace <offline node ID> on the config node.
12.Wait for the new node to replace the old node and for the spare node status to transition
from online_spare to spare status:
– Issue svcinfo lsnode on the config node after it is transitioned.
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13.Repeat steps 1 - 12 for all the active nodes in the cluster.
14.After all active nodes are upgraded, upgrade all spare nodes, by using the following steps
and commands:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Remove the spare node: svctask rmnode <spare node ID>
Power-off the spare: satask stopnode -poweroff <panel_name>
Remove the old node and insert the new node, and complete all cabling.
Power on the new node.
Add the new node as a spare: svctask addnode -panelname <panel_name> -spare
Check that the spare node was added: svcinfo lsnode

15.Repeat these steps for all the spare nodes.

Without spare nodes
Complete these steps:
1. Make a note of the WWNN of the node to be upgraded; issue one of these commands:
– Issue sainfo lsservicestatus on the node.
– Issue svcinfo lsnode on the config node.
– Issue svcinfo lstargetportfc on the config node.
2. Put the node that needs to be upgraded into service state:
– Issue satask startservice for that node. This causes the host I/O port to fail over to
the partner node in that I/O group.
3. Determine if the node to be replaced is in a service state; use one of these methods:
– Use the svcinfo lsnode command.
– Use the sainfo lsservicenodes command.
– Use the management GUI.
4. Power-down the node that is in a service state:
satask stopnode -poweroff <panel_name>
5. After the node is powered-off, remove this node from the rack.
6. Add the new node in the rack and complete all cabling.
7. Power-on the new node.
8. Log in to this node and change the WWNN of this node. Assign the old node’s WWNN:
– Issue satask chwwnn -wwnnsuffix <wwnn_suffix> <panel_name> on the CG8 or CF8.
– Issue satask chvpd -wwnn <WWNN> <panel_name> on the DH8 or SV1.
9. Check the WWNN of the new node by using the commands in 1.
10.Replace the offline node in the cluster with the new node:
– Issue swapnode -replace <offline node ID> on the config node.
11.Wait for the new node to replace the old node:
– Issue svcinfo lsnode on the config node.
12.Repeat steps 1 - 11 for each node in the cluster.
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Hardware maintenance
The hot-spare node functionality can be used to provide redundancy while hardware
maintenance is performed on a node. The procedure depends on the effects that the
maintenance procedure will have on the node. Some activities (such as replacing the internal
disk) remove the node’s knowledge of its cluster membership.

Running nodes
A running node that needs maintenance can be swapped out using the swapnode command:
 For systems with a hot-spare node:
swapnode -failover <node requiring maintenance>
 For systems without a hot-spare node:
swapnode -service <node requiring maintenance>
Both commands result in placing the specified node in service mode. Then, the node can be
switched off and hardware replaced. When that node is restarted, it is automatically returned
to the cluster.

Maintenance where internal node state is lost
Some maintenance procedures, for example, replacing the internal disk, will result in the node
not being aware of which cluster to join. If that happens, the previous procedure will result in a
candidate node and the node will not be automatically returned into the cluster.
In such an event, the swapnode command can be used to re-add this node back to the cluster:
swapnode -replace <offline node ID>

T3 or T4 recovery
Recovery scenario can be T3 or T4:
T3 recovery

A mechanism where the configuration of the system is restored from a
backup contained on the quorum disks. The data on the volumes is kept
intact, although some write cache might be lost during the procedure.
(See “What happens if the config node is a spare”.)

T4 recovery

A mechanism where the configuration is restored from a backup file. The
configuration is restored, but the data is not.

In both scenarios, any online spare nodes will be deactivated during the process. Only the
nodes that are online at the time of the procedure will be rebuilt into the configuration.
In a scenario where an original node is missing, is covered by a spare, and cannot be
recovered before a T3 recovery procedure, that node will not be recovered and will not be
covered by a spare.
Never run a T3 or T4 recovery procedure from a spare node.

What happens if the config node is a spare
Although unusual but not impossible, the configuration node might be the spare node.
If that is the scenario, the T3 recovery must not be run from the spare node. Instead the
configuration backup file must first be copied to one of the original nodes from where the
T3 restore can now be run.
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Testing the implementation
A strong suggestion is that a failover test be run in order to test that the spare nodes will take
over as expected in the event of a node failure.
Complete these steps:
1. The spare should be configured, NPIV target ports enabled, and the hosts configured to
use the NPIV target ports. After configuration is correct, first check that the system is
healthy:
– No unfixed errors are in the error log; ensure controller redundancy and no 88002
errors
– All controllers are online
– All MDisks are online
– All volumes are online
– Check that no volume is dependent on any single node by using the following
command (the result should be empty):
svcinfo lsdependentvdisks -node <node id>
2. After the system is established as fully redundant, test the failover by placing a node into
service mode:
satask startservice -force <panel name>
After 5 minutes, the cluster observes that this node is offline, not returning, and will
attempt to replace it with a spare, which will transition to the state online_spare.
3. Now, make the following checks:
– All MDisks and controllers are online:
If any MDisks are degraded, check the back-end configuration (see “Zoning between
IBM Spectrum Virtualize and back-end controllers” on page 15 and “Back-end
controller configuration” on page 16).
– All volumes are online
Be sure all spares configured in the cluster are tested in this way following initial deployment.

Restrictions
Some restrictions exist with SAS enclosures, enclosure based products, and maximum limits.

SAS enclosures
Spare nodes are not supported on any cluster where an SAS enclosure is connected to any
I/O group. This limitation is not currently monitored and behavior with an SAS enclosure
present is unspecified.

Enclosure based products
Spare nodes are not supported on any enclosure-based product, because of physical
hardware limitations.

Maximum limits
On any cluster, up to four nodes can be assigned as spares. The maximum size of a cluster is
twelve nodes: eight originals and four spares.
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Events: Errors, alerts, and messages
Errors, alerts, and message events are described in Table 1.
Table 1 Events and their explanation
Event

Explanation

Error Code 1300: IO port configuration issue

Occurs if the IBM Spectrum Virtualize software is
not able to bring online an NPIV target port,
despite the physical Fibre Channel port being
operational. The usual cause for this error is a
switch that does not support NPIV, has NPIV
disabled in its configuration, or has limited NPIV
resources. Check the switch configuration.

Event ID 88000: An IO port cannot be started

An NPIV target port cannot be started on the
original port.

Event ID 88001: NPIV transition stalled

An NPIV target port cannot be started for another
reason. Examples might be an incompatibility
with the fabric, or another problem with the
switch.

Error Code 1380: Spare node configuration issue

Occurs if a spare node is added to the cluster
that has a hardware mismatch when compared
to the nodes in the cluster. The usual cause for
this is either a mismatch of memory or a
compression card being available on active
nodes and not on spare or vice-versa.

Alert Event ID 088003: A spare node in this
cluster is not providing additional redundancy

Occurs when a spare node was added in the
cluster that does not provide protection for any
active nodes. This event can be corrected either
by adding a node in the cluster as an active node
or by removing this spare node.

Service error code 3180: Spare node failback
required

If the spare node is the only node in the cluster
and the failed node that is covered by an online
spare comes online, then IBM Spectrum
Virtualize will not failback to the active node,
generating error code 3180.
If the failback is performed manually with the
swapnode -failback command, offline volumes
can result. The failback will occur automatically,
within 10 minutes of redundancy being restored,
or when the swapnode -failback command is
run.

Event ID 088004: A spare node could not be
automatically removed from the cluster

This is the only event ID for error code 3180.
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Event

Explanation

Error code 3220: Equivalent ports may be on
different fabrics

Occurs if the IBM Spectrum Virtualize software
suspects that an NPIV failover will result in an
NPIV target port moving from one Fibre Channel
fabric to another. Note that this event might
generate false positives if two switches on the
same physical fabric report a different fabric
name, and zoning prevents a node-to-node login
through the non-NPIV port. The directed
maintenance procedure (DMP) for this error code
will allow an override to confirm that the cabling
is actually correct, after which IBM Spectrum
Virtualize software will note the fabric names
reported by the switches involved, and not raise
the event again for those fabric names.

Message Event code 088005: A spare node has
automatically come online

Occurs if an online node is being protected by a
spare node and that node fails then the spare
takes its place. This event is also generated
when a node is replaced by using the swapnode
command.

Message Event code 088006: A spare node has
automatically gone back into standby

Occurs when an online spare node is replaced by
the original node either by automatic failback or
failback using the swapnode command.
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